
 

 
 

 

 

 

Keep fit   Have fun   Take on the challenge 

 
The 2020 Summer Olympics may be postponed but we 

can recreate that competitive atmosphere ourselves. 

Take part in the weekly challenges and send us your 

pictures and top scores.  

 
We will provide: 

 

• training and exercise ideas 

• a new Olympic themed challenge each week 

• Opportunities to achieve bronze, silver or gold medal status 

• A chance to compare your results with your school friends 

and even other schools. 

Year  5 & 6  Summer  

Te rm O l y mp ics  



 

 

 

 

 

 
 

At the 2016 Rio Olympics, the host nation Brazil were 

crowned champions after beating Germany in a tense penalty 

shoot-out. In the women’s final, the gold medals went to 

Germany after defeating Sweden 2-1. Both these teams 

demonstrated spectacular skills, achieved after many years 

of training. One of the essential skills for all footballers to 

develop is coordination and this will be focus of this week’s 

challenge! 

 

 
 

Coordination = the ability to use different (two or more) parts 

of the body together, smoothly and efficiently.  

 

 

This week’s challenge will be ‘KEEPY UPS’, a popular football 

skill practiced everyday by millions of boys and girls, it is an 

excellent example of coordination.  

 

According to the ‘Guinness book of records’, the men's record 

is held by Dan Magness of England, a 25-year-old 

professional freestyler, who kept a regulation football aloft for 

an incredible 26 hours using just his feet, legs, shoulders and 

head; he completed the feat, which took place in Hong Kong, 

in June 2010. 

 

 

 

 

Week 4 – Football ‘Keepy ups’ 

 



 

Which coordination skills are important for a football player?  

 

• Spatial orientation (i.e. a player’s awareness of his own 

position on the pitch in relation to teammates and 

opponents, even after turning). 

 • Balance (e.g. stable posture even when under pressure 

from an opponent). 

 • Speed of reaction (e.g. to be able to be first to the ball 

when it rebounds from the goalkeeper).  

• Kinaesthetic differentiation (in simple terms… the “feel” for 

the ball).  
 

 

Training ideas:  

 

Keepy-up skills are all about juggling the ball in the air with 

any body part except the hands or arms. Use the following 

simple drills to test and gradually improve your coordination. 

 

 

1. Start on the thighs. A larger surface is easier than smaller 

body parts. Drop the ball from your hands and try to use both 

thighs alternately.  

2. Move to the feet. Again, start with ball in your hands and 

drop the ball towards your dominant foot and try to kick the 

ball back up towards your hands. Practise this until the ball is 

consistently bouncing straight back up to the hands. This is 

important as it will ensure your foot and toe are in the correct 

position when making contact with the ball.  

3. Build it up! Drop the ball and complete one kick and then 

catch, then two, then four… you get the idea! But try to use 

alternate feet as it will increase your coordination skills 

quicker and makes the technique easier when you attempt 

your record!  



 

4. Once you get a feel for the drill and your control and 

confidence improves, attempt to move the ball between the 

thighs and feet. A pro tip is to ‘keep your touch light’ and 

‘keep your arms out by your side to help with balance’.  

5. Advanced skills. Once you have mastered the feet and 

thighs, try your head or shoulders! When heading remember 

to keep the ball on the forehead (at the hairline) and to keep 

your eyes wide open during each contact with the ball.  

6. HAVE PATIENCE. Learning a new skill can be difficult and 

frustrating at times. If you find yourself becoming frustrated 

with slow progress, stop, have a break come back and start 

from the beginning with hand feeds and build up slowly. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

All you need is a ball, preferably a football and a timing device 

(an assistant is useful to time or video).  

• Like the world record holder Dan Magness, this challenge is 

all about your best time and not how many touches you 

complete.  

• The record is 26 hrs… If anyone can produce evidence of 

managing >26min I will award a special prize once we get 

back to school! 

 

 

 

Now go to the next page to see what medal you have  

 

won. 

The challenge – How long can you 

continuously keep the ball up off the 

ground? (no hands/arms) 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 
 

       

         

Bronze Medal = > 1 minute    Well done!  

 

What is your best time Min/Sec?  

………………………………………………………… 

Silver Medal = >3 minutes   Well done!  

 

What is your best time Min / Sec? 

……………………………………………………………… 

Record your week 4 keepy ups result 

 Name…………………………. Date………………………..  

 

Gold Medal = > 5 minutes  Well done!  

 

What is your best time Min / Sec? 

……………………………………………………………… 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


